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ABSTRACT--- Industrial sector in Libya needs modernization process that will upgrade the level of its local
industrial Companies, and allowing them to achieve the highest possible level to compete globally. Although there is
no sufficient accounting information system in place to calculate the considerably high storage cost, this study pointed
out some factors that might affect it. This study, based on an academic and theoretical literatures regarding the
factors that believed to affect the process of reducing storage cost as well as conducting some statistical analyses to the
study sample which are the workers and managers in mixing and mobilization factory in Zawia. The results shed the
light on the number of indications, which can be generalizable to future research, for instance; choosing right
suppliers, using Kanban, and purchasing contracts.
Keywords--- IM: inventory management, TS: transportation strategy, Kanban; card program to control materials
_________________________________________________________________________________________

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Managing the inventory has become a special issue, because of its great importance, especially for the
managers, who must decide how much to hold and how to administer the rest of the logistics system more creatively, in
order to ensure that the customer service does not suffer as a result of lowering the inventory levels (Apod, 2001; Josep,
2009; Krisztina & Matyusz, 2010) .
Neglecting the importance of the inventory can lead to the closing down of the company, especially if the factors of
production are not well-managed in order to meet the customers’ needs, the company will grind to the halt. The stock of
an item must be reasonable, meaning that it should not be too much or too little, the company should be in a position to
meet the customer’s demand in terms of quantity and quality (Alan, 2008).
The inventory management requires a particular attention in order to meet customer satisfaction and reduce storage cost.
It’s not easy to control or maintain any kind of inventory at a level where can prevent any problem as a result of an
inventory shortage. This makes this problem very important as all companies or factories must have inventories in their
warehouses (Mahmod, 2011; Monden, 1983; Vedran, Hameri & Weiss, 2009).
The inventory has been defined in many ways. As indicated in the literature, four definitions have been chosen that
seems to be more appropriate to the topic of research. Mahmod (2011) has defined the inventories as stockpiles of raw
materials, suppliers' components, work in process and finished goods that appear at numerous points throughout a firm’s
production, and logistics channels. According to Chase et al (2004), inventory is the stock of any items or resource used
in an organization. Also, Robert & Donhauser (2009) implied that the inventory system is a set of policies and controls
that monitor levels of the inventory and determines what level should be maintained, when the stock should be
replenished and how big the order should be . Vedran et al., (2009) defined inventory or stock as a stored accumulation
of material resources in the transformation system, therefore, manufacturing companies will hold stock of material, a tax
office will hold stock of information, and a theme park will hold stocks of customers.
Anya (2005) has explained four reasons to have the stock, namely the economies of scale, balancing supply and demand,
protection from uncertainties and a buffer interface . The researcher believes that, the inventory is a huge waste because
the inventory will lead to increase in the final cost and profit reduction. The key elements of the inventory cost reduction
from the researcher’s perspective include right suppliers, production in small batches, Kanban and purchasing contracts,
and thus refer to the research gap, which is, the inventory in the mentioned factory reflects the inability to produce the
right products, which results a negative effect on the quality.
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2. AIM AND OBJECTIVE
The main aim is to investigate the availability of inventory management’s main keys in mixing and mobilization oil
factory in Libya, and prove the positive effect of inventory Management on reducing storage cost.

3. STUDY QUESTIONS
1- Is there a good level of inventory management in mixing and mobilization oil factory in Libya
2- Is there relationship between inventory management and storage cost reduction

4. STUDY HYPOTHESIS
There is a significant relationship between IM and storage cost.

5. STUDY POPULATION
The population includes the majority of the workers in mixing and mobilization oil factory in Libya. It includes some of
managers and workers in the selected factory, about 150 copies of the questionnaire were distributed. The sample
includes heads of departments, management, managers, control managers, finance employees, engineering, factory
operators (workers), and workers in other departments, such as warehouses, computer, accounting and etc.

6. STUDY DESIGN
The argument of this paper is that, the existence of a good inventory management is fundamental towards sustainable
development. The literature review will be an important part of this research as well as in any academic research, which
will focus on many different journals articles and books in this area of research. Also collecting information from the
internet to know the new changes in this topic will be very helpful. This study important because, it focuses on the
methods and ways to minimize the storage cost, which in turn will decrease the production cost, also, supports the
productions of Libya, and increase its ability to compete in the global market. In addition to; this study will provide
information to invite the industrial sector in Libya to apply and accommodate a good IM, once they can provide the
essential requirements, plus it will ascertain the disadvantage of the IM that are present in the industrial sector in Libya
on the production cost specially, storage cost. Finally, The study will encourage the researcher in Libya research
institutes into care and consider this area as an important research area that should improve the economy of Libya in
general.
In order to provide a more comprehensive viewpoint about this topic, this study; used many different types of analysing,
such as: Mean, which is used to describe the types of non-financial performance measurements, according to their
importance for measurement and evaluation purposes. Standard deviation, which is used to establish the extent to which
the variable values that, differs from the mean, and using a simple linear regression to know if there is a relationship
between the research variables. In addition to; the study was based on an academic and theoretical literature regarding the
role that inventory management play in reducing storage cost.

6.1

Supplier

One of the critical success keys of the inventory management is the ability to acquire quality materials at the right time
and with the right quantity through the right suppliers (Shahin, 2012).
Reduce storage cost is based on choosing a few numbers of trusted suppliers, who have the ability to deliver the needed
material in small batches in one day or less as scheduled, because the application of new production systems makes the
company sensitive to any delay in receiving the needed materials at the needed time (Cheng, 2011; Gupta, 2011) .
Managing inventory depended on the accuracy of everything that is related to the production. Controlling must start from
the material purchasing that depends on reliable suppliers and long term contracts for planning, production lines, which
will be an automated design to workers who are responsible for everything, from examining manufacturing, solving
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quantitative problems, and improving the manufacturing flow-lines (Kaneko & Nojiri, 2008; Sandamayake, Gjoduoza&
Proverbs, 2008) .
Suppliers in the short term have the ability to increase prices and limit quality, which has a strong impact on the
conditions of negotiating power. However, in long term contracts, it has become important clients to the supplier, which
in turn will increase quality improving and decrease prices (Bloomberg, Lemay& Hanna, 2002; Momiwand & Shahin,
2012) .
Under the new manufacturing’s operating condition, buyer-supplier relation is built on a high degree of mutual trust and
openness; both the buyer and supplier must share information, and also, protect its confidentiality (Li & Yang, 2009;
Robert & Donhauser, 2009) .

6.2

Small batches

Producing in small batches is the main key that leads many factories to reduce the inventory level and cost, because all
administrative expenses and transportation will be reduced to the lowest level (Kumar, 2010).
In the new production system, it is usual to produce production with a high ability to make the required changes, because
producing in small batches make moving from batch to another in short time easy, which provides more flexibility to
achieve feedback quickly (Kumar& Sampath, 2012; Obermaier et al., 2009) .
There are many advantages that could be achieved when producing in small quantities, such as benefitting from the
places that are used as warehouses, decrease the inventory and machine problems, chance to benefit from the quantity
discount when buying large quantities of raw materials in the long term (Ballou, 2004; Broyles et al., 2006) .

6.3

Kanban

Kanban forms part of the steps that are necessary to identify the products among a series of operations, and its help in
linking the different production process. It helps to meet the input time and customer delivery deadline requirements, and
to control the production processes to avoid the overstock inventory through planning and scheduling everything, starting
from material purchasing to the sales deliveries (Gautam, Kumar & Singh, 2012; Kniberg, 2009) .
Kanban is a system of continuous supply of component parts and supplies, so that the workers have what they need,
where they need and when they need. The word “Kan” means “visual” in Japanese and the word “ban” means “card”, so
“Kanban” refers to visual cards. It is an information system that is used to controlling the number of parts to be produced
in every process (Hao& Weiming, 2008; Sugimori et al., 2007) .
The most common of Kanban is the withdrawal Kanban, A Kanban supplier is another type of Kanban that is used
between the supplier and the manufacturer, in order to achieve the best delivery level (Jodlbauer & Tluber, 2008) .
According to Kniberg (2009), the benefits of Kanban are to reduce inventory and product obsolescence, reduce waste and
scarp, provides flexibility in production, increase output, reduce total cost of preventing over production, develop flexible
work station, minimize wait time and logistics cost, reduce stock levels and overhead cost, safe sources by streamlining
production, and reduce inventory cost .

6.4

Purchasing contracts

Even though there are many different types of contracts, the name and the title of contracts do not affect the content of
contract. Under one title, there can be different kinds of contracts. There is no legislation concerning the different types
of contracts. All contracts are dealt with under the same legislation form (Thurman, 2007) .
The benefits of contracts are to decrease the quantity orders, lessen paper work and entitlement to the quantity discount,
that are achieved through big order quantity, clear delivery schedules, continuous stream of material or goods from the
supplier to the buyer, shifting the cost of warehousing to the supplier, deliver small single batches (Ballou, 2004;
Kindary, 2010) .
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7. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORETICAL CONCEPTUAL MODEL
A comprehensive theoretical framework linking IM with customer services and production improvement will be
presented according to the theory of constraint. The theory of constraints (TOC) is a system-management philosophy
developed by Eliyahu M. Goldratt in the early 1980s. The fundamental thesis of TOC is that constraints establish the
limits of performance for any system. Most organizations contain only a few core constraints. TOC advocates suggest
that managers should focus on effectively managing the capacity and capability of these constraints if they are to improve
the performance of their organization (Cox & Spencer, 1998) . TOC challenges managers to rethink some of their
fundamental assumptions about how to achieve the goals of their organizations, about what they consider productive
actions, and about the real purpose of cost management. TOC focuses on understanding and managing the constraints
that stand between an organization and the attainment of its goals, and emphasizes the need to add new models to the
information toolkit grows (Mcmulen, 1998) . It is providing unique insights and focus into the ongoing challenges of
identifying the products and services that will maximize customer value-added and organizational profitability (Ruhl,
1997). Based on above overview and the theory of constraints, the main elements of inventory management classified as
shown in the following figure:
Main element of IM

Suppliers

Small batches

Kanban

Contracts

8. DATA ANALYSIS
The main aim of this part is to present the analysis of the overall result that related to the study objectives, and testing the
main hypothesis using many different analyses.

8.1

Statistical Analysis

Table 1 shows the mean, frequency distribution and T- test of the research sample respondents about the availability of
the IM, which is inventory management in the target factory in Libya.
Based on the mean of the items that about the inventory management, as presented in Table 1, the item that concerned
respondents the most was that the factory has a good relationship with suppliers, M= 3.55, Std =0. 956, P < 0.05 about
63.1% of the respondents agreed about this item. That reflects the ability to select the right suppliers.
This supported the study conducted by Lie& Yang (2009); Momiwand& Shahin (2012) in which the researchers wrote
that, the buyer-supplier relation is built on a high degree of mutual trust and openness; both the buyer and supplier must
share information and also protect its confidentiality. When entering into this type of relationship, it is important that the
company select suppliers that have consistently exhibited high levels of quality and delivery reliability.
This is followed by the completed products delivered after completion to eliminate warehousing M= 3.29, Std =1. 076, P
< 0.05, which refers to the law of warehouses for complete products, if found.
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This is followed by the item, the purchasing contracts are adopted, M=3. 27, Std = 1.076. This means that the factories
need to have a huge of inventory to avoid the production interruption, because the materials imports from abroad, which
reflects the real problem that the storage cost faced in this factory.
Table-1: Frequency distribution and T- test of the research sample respondents about the availability of the IM
No

Rank

Item

Agree

Disagree

Mean

SD

T-test

P- value

1

1

The factory has good relation with
suppliers

63.1%

14.2%

3.55

0.956

9.115

0.000*

2

5

29.2%

55.9%

2.68

1.081

-4.592

0.000*

3

2

53.0%

25.9%

3.29

1.076

4.256

0.000*

4

6

The factory adopts the modern
system Kanban
The completed products are
delivered to the consumers
immediately
The small batches and evaluating
process are adopted

22.2%

56.5%

2.61

0.964

-6.335

0.000*

5

3

The factory makes purchasing
contracts

55.5%

29.2%

3.27

1.075

3.906

0.000*

6

4

The inventory control is available
such as order predetermined
quantity when the inventory
reaches a predetermined lower
limit

53.9%

31.6%

3.21

1.096

3.076

0.002*

Looking at this finding, it is sufficient to say that the research confirmed that the warehouses of material is the main
reason for having a huge inventory, and that supports the research motivations. However, the lowest mean are to the
items that adopt Kanban, produce in a small batches, which indicates the necessity of having an immediate reaction to
provide these important keys to implement this system in the company. This argued with Kumar 2010 who ascertains the
importance of adopting small batches, and the opinion of Hao& Weiming (2008) who wrote about the importance of
Kanban.
Finally, the overall mean of this element is M = 3.17 with Std= 0.540, P <0.05, which reflects the lack of the knowledge
about IM and its necessary elements, because the majority of respondents give the answer “somewhat agree” about the
availability of IM. This result indicates that there is a good level of inventory management in the target factory in Libya.
These findings agreed with Alan (2008); and Vedran et al., (2009) who explained that neglecting the importance of the
inventory can lead to the close down of the company, especially if the production of factories are not well managed in
order to meet the customers’ needs or desires. The company will grind to the halt. The stock of an item must be
reasonable, meaning that it should be not too much or too little. The company should be in a position to meet customer’s
demand, in terms of quantity and quality.

8.2

Testing the Study- Hypothesis H1

There is a statistical significant relationship at 0.05 levels between the inventory management as an independent variable,
and storage cost reduction as the dependent variable.
To validate this hypothesis, it’s necessary to test the following statistical hypotheses:

Null Hypothesis H0
There is no statistical significant relationship at 0.05 levels between the inventory management as an independent
variable, and storage cost reduction as the dependent variable (H0: B1=0).
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Alternative Hypothesis H1
There is a statistical significant relationship at 0.05 levels between the inventory management as an independent
variable, and storage cost reduction as the dependent variable (H1: BI ≠ 0).
The simple linear regression has used to verify this hypothesis, and know the relationship between the IM as an
independent and variable storage cost reduction as the dependent variable.
Table 2 shows simple linear regression to test the relationship between the inventory management and storage cost
reduction.
Table 2: Simple Linear Regression Test
Independent variable
R
R Square
IM
0.942
0.242
Significance at 0.05 levels

F- Test
78.231

P- Value
0.000

Due to the finding of this table, R= 0.942, F= 78.231, p < 0.05 which is significant. This result can be interpreted as a
meaning that, there is a relationship between the inventory management as an independent variable, and storage cost
reduction as the dependent variable. Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected (H0: B1=0) and the alternative hypothesis is
accepted (H1:B1 ≠ 0) on the basis that there is a significant relationship between the IM and SC. This good indicator that
the targets factories can benefit of inventory management in reducing the products cost. Also, the table shows that the
value of R2 = 0.242 which represents the change in an independent variable, inventory management explains 24.2 % of
the change in the dependent variable storage cost reduction.
This finding are in line with many studies, which pointed that the potential benefits of having a good inventory
management are: low inventory carrying cost, quality, minimal expediting and order release work, simplified
communication and receiving activities, productivity by reduced rework, reduce inspection, reduce parts- related delays,
increase of customer satisfaction because of better quality and delivery reliability, improve profits through a better
management of material resulting from lower inventory levels and reduce warehouse requirements, improve relation with
internal customers, improve communication links with major suppliers resulting in a more productive relationship and
improve customer delivery reliability (Coyle, Bradi & Langley, 2003; Broyles et al., 2006 ).

9. DISCUSSION AND ONCLUSION
The main purpose of this study was to identify the key elements that help IM to reduce storage cost in the mixing and
mobilization oil factory in Libya. Thus, this study suggested that the inventory management is the main factor that
affects the storage cost, and the keys that necessary to reduce the level of inventory are to choose the right suppliers, use
Kanban, produce in small batches and use purchasing contracts. These keys are essential for a successful cost reduction.
Keeping inventory is not acceptable in new manufacturing systems; it must be reduced to a minimum where the required
quantities are sufficient for delivered, that will reduce the other cost to the lowest possible level. The philosophy of new
methods system is that inventory should be as less as possible, which make all costs that related to inventory that
unnecessary to production steps is incurring costs because this view how inventory related to accounting system and
management.
There are many advantage could be achieved when the inventory is minimized for instance, benefit from the places that
used to warehouses, decrease the inventory and machine problems, chance to benefit from quantity discount when buying
a large quantities of raw materials in the long term such as, increase productivity and the rate of return investment and
inventory turnover, produce the demand production without surplus, eliminate all kind of wasting time, no defective
production, reduce inventory to minimum, eliminate unnecessary activities.
The inventory considers the main problem in Libya, because the company must keep an inventory to avoid the problem
of inventory shortage. Therefore, the main and necessary step to avoid this problem in the Libyan environment is starting
from choosing the right suppliers with advanced technological capabilities and unique design skills. The suppliers’ ability
to deliver high quality materials in the need time refers to desired level of quality, which in turn impact the customer’s
satisfaction.
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Finally, based on the extensive review of related literatures on the subject matter, it has come to the light that the efficient
use of the technology plays an important role in reducing the cost to the lowest level and increases the competitiveness to
the highest possible level through such means like the zero inventory level.
In conclusion, this research suggested that the IM is the mainly factor that most affects the storage cost, and the keys
that necessary to reduce the level of inventory are to choose the right suppliers, use Kanban, produce in small batches and
use purchasing contracts.
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